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Executive Summary 
 

The purpose of this report is for the Bristol Water Local Engagement Forum (LEF) to  

provide its views on Ofwat’s Draft Determination on Bristol Water’s 2015 – 2020 

Business Plan published in August 2014 and the Company’s representations on the 

Draft Determination submitted to Ofwat in October.  

 

The LEF has challenged the Company in a similar way as it did for the original 

Business Plan and, as before, the LEF has been given adequate and appropriate 

access to Company information and personnel. 

 

The LEF has reviewed the Draft Determination and has received presentations from 

Bristol Water on its associated representations to Ofwat up to the date of 

publication of this report. The representations were subject to the approval of the 

Company Board at that time.  

 

The Draft Determination envisages customer bills in the 2015-2020 will be lower 

than proposed in Bristol Water’s 2015 – 2020 Business Plan. This has arisen because 

Ofwat has concluded that the Company can deliver its proposed outcomes at 

significantly lower cost than it has estimated and that it can finance its activities 

more cheaply. Ofwat has also intervened to apply a shortfall for the Company’s 

performance on certain aspects of serviceability in 2010 -2015. 

 

Whilst lower bills for customers are welcomed the LEF is very concerned and finds it 

difficult to understand the significant differences between the Company’s cost and 

financing assumptions and those of Ofwat. As a result, the LEF has concerns over the 

potential implications for customers in terms of the ability of the Company to deliver 

its outcomes in 2015 – 2020 and to finance its activities. 

 

CCWater, the Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI), the Environment Agency (EA) and 

Natural England (NE) are each responding separately to Ofwat on the Draft 

Determination. Additional comments from them are included in this report where 

appropriate. 

 

The LEF has the following comments on key aspects of the Draft Determination and 

the Company’s representations on it: 

 

Investment and costs  

 

The Draft Determination assumes that Bristol Water can deliver a number of key 

schemes and programmes of work at significantly lower cost than the Company has 

estimated. They form the major part of its investment plan and are key to the 

delivery of its proposed outcomes that the customers found overwhelmingly 

acceptable.  
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The LEF is pleased to see that the Bristol Water still plans to undertake these 

schemes and programmes of work in 2015 – 2020.  

 

The Environment Agency is concerned that any partial cost allowances could delay 

the Company meeting its statutory environmental obligations or being able  

to maintain its network and infrastructure to ensure supply and protect the 

environment and customers. 

 

The Company has undertaken additional independent benchmarking of its capital 

and operating costs and has applied additional efficiencies to parts of its proposed 

investment plan totaling some £20m, in particular: 

 

• An additional 5% efficiency on maintenance 

• £1m off Cheddar Two Reservoir 

• £2m off trunk mains relining and trunk mains  

• An additional 7.5% efficiency on enhancement schemes (excluding Cheddar 

Two Reservoir)  

 

The LEF understands the impact of the proposed efficiencies is to lower bills by a 

further £5 in real terms over the Business Plan submission of June 2014.  

 

Small Company Premium 

 

The Draft Determination does not allow the Small Company Premium (SCP) Bristol 

Water included in its Business Plan.  The Company is continuing to argue that 

customers will benefit from lower bills as a result of the inclusion of a SCP and its 

independent advisors consider the SCP requested to be reasonable. The LEF remains 

concerned if Bristol Water had to remove any of the customer benefits from its Plan, 

all of which have been carefully negotiated, as a result of financeability factors, but is 

unclear of the customer benefits that would arise from the application of the SCP, 

that would echo those provided by Sembcorp Bournemouth or Portsmouth Water. 

 

2010 – 2015 Serviceability Performance 

 

In the Draft Determination Ofwat has intervened to apply a shortfall for the 

Company’s performance in the current period on dealing with supply interruptions 

and iron compliance in the network.  

 

It has shared evidence with the LEF to show that its performance against these 

measures was either volatile and heavily influenced by factors beyond its control (in 

the case of supply interruptions) or that statutory work is currently underway and 

will be substantially finished this year which will minimise iron compliance problems 

in future. The Company has included this evidence in its representations to Ofwat.  
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Outcome Delivery Incentives 

 

The Draft Determination alters or removes incentives in five areas. 

 

In its representations the Company has looked again at its proposals and has either 

modified them in response to Ofwat‘s challenges or has commissioned further 

independent reviews to strengthen its original proposals. It has shared the results of 

its work with the LEF.  

 

The LEF is supportive of the Company’s arguments in its representations with the 

exception of its proposed deadband on mean zonal compliance because of the 

potential negative impact on customers. The LEF accepts the water quality standard 

hasn’t been lowered and that Ofwat has imposed the revised incentive across the 

industry with the exception of South West Water.  

 

The DWI notes the minimum statutory requirement is to achieve 100% compliance 

for mean zonal compliance, and it is not possible for DWI to formally support a 

business case to achieve less than this 

 

Given that customers of Bristol Water do not support rewards, if Ofwat require 

rewards, then the LEF considers they should not be in paid unless the Company is 

achieving sector-leading performance. 

 

Customer engagement – non household price control 

 

The LEF has been consulted by the Company on the length or form of price control 

for non-households, default tariffs and the proposed level of bills. The Company has 

also undertaken acceptability testing with non-household customers on the 

proposed bill levels and associated service improvements. 

 

The LEF is supportive of the Company’s proposals for non-household controls.  

  

Summary 

 

The LEF is pleased to note that in its representations on the Draft Determination 

Bristol Water still intends to implement its Business Plan as submitted to Ofwat in 

June 2014.  

 

The LEF considers the Company’s Business Plan reflects an appropriate balance of 

the needs of customers and other stakeholders, is consistent with the Company’s 

original strategies and policies and with what customers found acceptable. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 

The independent Customer Challenge Group (CCG) for Bristol Water’s Business Plan 

submission for Ofwat’s 2014 price review is known as the Local Engagement Forum 

(LEF).  

Bristol Water submitted its 2015 – 2020 Business Plan to Ofwat in December 2013 

and updated it in June 2014 in response to Ofwat’s requests for further information 

and evidence. 

The LEF’s opinion on the Company’s Business Plan submissions was provided to 

Ofwat at the time.
1
  

In August 2014 Ofwat published its Draft Determination on Bristol Water’s Business 

Plan submission of June 2014 and the Company’s responses to Ofwat’s subsequent 

queries on the Plan. 

The Draft Determination sets out the draft allowed revenues for Bristol Water 

together with the outcomes the Company is expected to deliver. It also sets out the 

costs Ofwat has assumed the Company will incur, adjustments to price controls to 

reflect the Company’s performance in 2010- 2015 and assumptions on risk and 

reward. 

Under the price review methodology, Bristol Water has the opportunity to make 

representations to Ofwat on the Draft Determination. Ofwat will consider these and 

publish its Final Determination in December 2014. 

The LEF has engaged with the Company on the Draft Determination and its 

representations and is providing this report to Ofwat and the Company with its views 

on key aspects.   

The report is regarded by the LEF as a supplement to and should be read in 

conjunction with its December 2013 and June 2014 submissions to Ofwat. 

2.0 LEF engagement and challenge process 
 

The LEF has engaged with Bristol Water on the Draft Determination and the 

Company’s representations on it in a similar way to that adopted for the Company’s 

Business Plan submissions.  

 

The LEF has been given adequate and appropriate access to Company information 

and personnel throughout the process. Bristol Water co-operated fully with 

information requests from the LEF and responded positively and constructively to its 

challenges.  

                                                        

1 LEF’s “Report to Ofwat on Bristol Water’s 2015 – 2020 Business Plan’ dated December 2013 and “Report to Ofwat 

on key changes to Bristol Water’s 2015-2020 Business Plan” dated June 2104 
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The LEF has maintained a diary of the challenges it has made together with the 

resulting responses and outcomes.  The Challenge Diary is reproduced in Appendix 1 

to this report. 

 

A list of the LEF meetings held is given in Appendix 2 and the minutes of these 

meetings are reproduced in Appendix 3. 

 

 

3.0 LEF’s opinion on the Draft Determination and Bristol 

Water’s representations 
 

The LEF’s opinions are based upon information provided to it by Bristol Water up to 

the publication of this report at which time the Company’s representations had yet 

to be reviewed by and received the approval of the Board.  

 

It should also be noted that the LEF has not seen the final version of Bristol Water’s 

representations on the Draft Determination, although it is content that it has seen 

the key points Bristol Water is proposing to make. 

 

The LEF will report separately if there are any material changes to the Company’s 

proposals following approval by its Board.  

 

3.1 Investment and costs 

 

The LEF notes that the Draft Determination assumes that Bristol Water can deliver 

the following schemes and programmes of work at significantly lower cost than the 

Company has estimated: 

 

• Cheddar Two Reservoir 

• Bedminster Reservoir 

• The National Environment Programme  

• Capital maintenance 

• Southern Resilience Scheme 

• Cheddar Treatment Works raw water deterioration 

• Growth expenditure 

 

The LEF has not been required to comment on the robustness of the Company’s cost 

estimate associated with these schemes and is not party to Ofwat’s assessment 

methodologies. However it is concerned over the significant difference between the 

views of Ofwat and the Company on the cost of the proposed investment in 2015-

2020.  
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The LEF pleased to see that the Bristol Water still plans to undertake these schemes 

and programmes of work in 2015 – 2020. They form the major part of its investment 

plan and are key to the delivery of its proposed outcomes that the customers found 

overwhelmingly acceptable. 

 

The Environment Agency has comments on specific schemes as follows: 

 

National Environment Programme - We are concerned about the partial allowance 

allocated for Bristol Water to deliver its National Environment Programme (NEP). 

This could delay the Company meeting its statutory environmental obligations. We 

are keen to understand which elements of the NEP have been included in Ofwat’s 

models. 

  

Cheddar Two Reservoir - We note Ofwat’s decision not to fund the Cheddar Two 

reservoir.  We have consulted with Defra who have advised that removal of the 

Cheddar Two Reservoir option would not constitute a material change to the Bristol 

Water WRMP. 

  

Capital Maintenance - We note Ofwat have rejected Bristol Water’s claim for capital 

maintenance. It is important that an appropriate allowance is made to maintain 

Bristol Water’s network and infrastructure to ensure supply and protect the 

environment and customers. 

 

In its national response to Ofwat, Natural England has included its detailed views on 

the disparity between Bristol Water's proceed NEP costs and the allowance in the 

Draft Determination. It considers the current position poses a significant risk that the 

Company will be unable to meet its statutory responsibilities under the Countryside 

Rights of Way Act 2000 and the Eels (England and Wales) Regulations 2009 and to 

adequately assist the UK Government in fully meeting its obligations under the 

Ramsar Convention and its Biodiversity 2000 policy outcomes. 

 

The Company has commissioned further independent assurance to confirm or 

otherwise its original expenditure estimates. It has shared the findings of this work 

with the LEF and has taken the LEF through the testing undertaken. The LEF notes 

that in some areas this new work has identified variances between the Company’s 

costs and the new benchmarks. The Company has amended its costs in these cases 

to reflect this additional information. 

 

In particular it has applied the following additional efficiencies to parts of its 

proposed investment plan totaling some £20m: 

 

• An additional 5% efficiency on maintenance 

• £1m off Cheddar Two Reservoir 

• £2m off trunk mains relining and trunk mains  

• An additional 7.5% efficiency on enhancement schemes (excluding Cheddar 

Two Reservoir)  
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The LEF understands the impact of the proposed efficiencies is to lower bills by a 

further £5 in real terms over the Business Plan submission of June 2014. 

 

The LEF also notes Ofwat has challenged Bristol Water’s case for areas of its costs 

that it considers are special to its operating environment and which it considers are 

excluded from Ofwat’s cost modeling but should be included in setting the total 

expenditure allowance. These include: 

 

• Water treatment (raw water quality) 

• Water treatment (canal water) 

• Canal and river trust payments 

• Bristol traffic congestion 

 

LEF notes that the Company has undertaken a review of its totex in these four areas. 

It has shared the findings with the LEF.   

 

Bristol Water has also commissioned an independent review of Ofwat’s operating 

cost modeling approaches and the relevance of considering explanatory factors 

pertinent to its operating environment such as age of mains, the extent of upstream 

assets and water treatment capacity. The LEF has noted the findings.  

 

Additionally, in order to confirm that its proposed level of capital maintenance 

expenditure is efficient, the Company has had CH2MHill review its infrastructure and 

non-infrastructure maintenance models developed by SEAMS. Again it has shared 

the findings with the LEF which it has noted.   

 

3.2 Small Company Premium 

 

The LEF notes that Ofwat has not allowed the Small Company Premium (SCP) Bristol 

Water included in its Business Plan.   

 

The Company has informed the LEF that it will continue to argue that customers will 

benefit from lower bills as a result of the inclusion of a SCP. The Company’s 

independent advisors consider the SCP requested to be reasonable.  

 

The LEF would want to see that stakeholders and customers will benefit overall from 

the Company being awarded a SCP. It remains concerned if Bristol Water had to 

remove any of the customer benefits from its Plan, all of which have been carefully 

negotiated and supported by customers, as a result of financeability factors. The LEF 

is unclear of the customer benefits that would arise from the application of the SCP,  

that would echo those provided by Sembcorp Bournemouth or Portsmouth Water. 
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3.3 2010 – 2015 serviceability performance 

 

Ofwat is proposing to shortfall Bristol Water on two aspects of its serviceability 

performance in the period 2010 – 2015. 

 

With respect to supply interruptions greater than 12 hours, the LEF notes that Ofwat 

proposes a penalty of £6.3m on the Company. Given the considerable disruption 

that can be suffered by customers in the event of an interruption, ensuring the 

Company maintains serviceability is important. 

 

The Company has told the LEF that it considers the size of the penalty to be 

disproportionate because they relate to two large events which were beyond the 

Company’s control. The Company also considers that Ofwat’s performance 

assessment is inconsistent with its historic approach. The LEF can see that 

performance against this measure has been very volatile year on year and is 

sensitive to large events and factors some of which may appear to be beyond 

management control. It also understands that the Company delayed restoring 

supplies to some customers in order to flush the network so that water quality was 

maintained. The LEF has been informed that the Company has provided evidence to 

Ofwat to support its arguments.  

 

Ofwat also proposes a penalty of £5.7m for iron failures on the Company’s network 

during 2010 – 2015. 

 

Bristol Water has explained to the LEF that most of these failures were in zones 

supplied by trunk mains which are currently being renovated as part of a statutory 

water quality obligation. The LEF is assured that the work will be substantially 

complete by the end of 2014 – 2015 and that iron performance on the rest of the 

network is currently stable. The Company has informed the LEF that it has provided 

associated evidence to Ofwat as part of its representations on the Draft 

Determination.  

 

3.4 Outcome Delivery Incentives 

 

Ofwat has intervened on a number of Bristol Water’s Outcome Delivery Incentives 

including: 

 

• Asset reliability  (infrastructure and non-infrastructure) 

 

• Delivery of Cheddar Two Reservoir (Phase 2) 

 

• Mean Zonal Compliance 

 

• Cheddar Treatment Works 
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• Negative Water Quality contacts 

 

3.4.1 Asset reliability 

 

Ofwat has requested that Bristol Water reviews its proposed asset reliability penalty 

because it is significantly higher than other companies. 

 

The Company has had a third party look at its proposals and has removed some 

potential double counting with other outcome delivery incentives such as unplanned 

minutes lost, mean zonal compliance and negative water contacts. This has reduced 

its proposed maximum penalty by half bring it into line with other companies. It has 

shared its revised proposals with the LEF and these are noted.   

3.4.2 Cheddar Two Reservoir 

 

In the Draft Determination Ofwat has removed the Company’s proposed penalty 

incentive for the construction of Phase 2 of this scheme. 

 

The LEF notes that the Company wishes to retain the project in its Plan and the 

penalty incentive associated with it. 

 

It has commissioned independent benchmarking of its cost estimate for the scheme 

which has found its original estimates to be slightly high. It has reduced its cost 

estimate accordingly. The LEF notes that most of the cost saving will be in the period 

2020-2025. 

 

3.4.3 Mean Zonal Compliance 

 

In the Draft Determination Ofwat has added a penalty only incentive with the target 

set at 100%, the deadband at 99.96% and the collar at 99.95%. 

 

The LEF notes that Bristol Water is arguing for a deadband set at 99.94% because it 

believes the new lead standard will make achievement of higher compliance levels 

difficult. 

 

The DWI notes the minimum statutory requirement is to achieve 100% compliance, 

and it is not possible for DWI to formally support a business case to achieve less than 

this – whether 99.96% or 99.94%. It understands that the proposed incentive is a 

generic requirement across companies to improve performance towards the historic 

upper quartile, and we understand the reasons why this has happened. On the 

potential for an unfavourable co-incidence of circumstances to influence the MZC 

figure, the DWI agrees that such risks exist, and may well happen. In addition to the 

example provided by the Company of the potential for an increase in lead failures 

resulting from a tightening of the lead standard, DWI could also point to seasonal 

and weather related impacts for pesticides such as metaldehyde, and iron, 
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manganese or turbidity in distribution arising from discolouration. However, DWI 

notes that the Company’s Mean Zonal Compliance (MZC) score has not dropped 

below 99.96% in each of the last seven years. 

  

Whilst there are risks with all performance measures to varying degrees, the use of 

MZC is susceptible to impacts that will require companies to be alert and proactive 

to mitigate those risks.  DWI believes that these are matters that companies 

collectively or individually need to discuss with Ofwat directly, with a view to 

establishing a shared understanding as to how the measures might be consistently 

interpreted. That debate is of interest to DWI, but will not influence how it 

scrutinises and enforces regulatory requirements for drinking water quality 

outcomes. 

 

The LEF has found it difficult to support the Company’s proposal because of the 

potential negative impact on customers although it accepts the quality of the water 

customers are receiving won’t have changed and that Ofwat has imposed the 

revised incentive across the industry. 

 

3.4.4 Cheddar Treatment Works 

 

Ofwat is proposing to change the penalties for late and non-delivery of this scheme 

to reflect its £13m downward adjustment of the costs. The LEF notes that Bristol 

Water will accept Ofwat’s change subject to confirmation from Ofwat on its 

calculation. 

 

3.4.5 Negative Water Contacts 

 

The LEF notes that Ofwat has changed the performance target against this measure 

from 2017 – 2018 from 2,200 contacts per year (proposed by Bristol Water) to 1,470 

to reflect upper quartile performance across the industry. 

 

The Company is resisting this change because it claims that a tighter performance 

target would require significant investment (with no guarantee of success) which 

would be out of line with customers’ acceptability and willingness to pay. The LEF 

understand this investment could total as much as £40m. 

 

The LEF confirms that such performance and associated investment is not aligned 

with the views of Bristol Water’s customers including their willingness to pay. The 

LEF would want assurance, given the lack of support for customers for rewards, that 

Bristol Water were not rewarded unless they were an upper quartile performer. 

 

DWI notes that the proposed incentive is a generic requirement across companies to 

improve performance towards the historic upper quartile, set as 1.2 contacts/1000 

population, but is confined to discolouration and taste/odour contacts only.  
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Companies who have been slow in managing their asset legacy issues may well find 

this requirement a challenge. Nevertheless, consumers of all companies are clear in 

repeatedly expressing their expectation that their water supply should be both clean 

and safe. The Company’s performance across all contacts (greater than the sub-set 

noted above) for the last three years was 1.87(2013), 2.15(2012), and 2.22(2011), 

compared to an industry wide average of 1.91(2013).  

 

Whilst there are risks with all performance measures to varying degrees, the use of 

consumer contacts is susceptible to impacts that will require companies to be alert 

and proactive to mitigate those risks.  DWI believes that these are matters that 

companies collectively or individually need to discuss with Ofwat directly, with a 

view to establishing a shared understanding as to how the measures might be 

consistently interpreted. That debate will not influence how DWI scrutinises and 

enforces regulatory requirements for drinking water quality outcomes. 

 

3.5 Customer engagement – non-household price control 

 

Ofwat has asked all water companies to engage with customers and/or their CCGs 

on three aspects of the non-household price control: 

 

• Length or form of price control 

• Default tariffs 

• Bill levels 

  

Bristol Water has consulted the LEF on all three aspects and previously undertook 

acceptability testing with non-household customers on the proposed bill levels and 

associated service improvements. 

 

The LEF’s views are as follows: 

 

3.5.1 Length or form of price control 

 

The LEF was asked to consider four possible options for the length or form of non-

household price control: 

 

• A one-year control, followed by a four-year control 

• A two-year control, followed by a three-year control 

• A five-year control – (the current default option) 

• A five year control with a ‘reopener’ 

 

The LEF has concerns that there is a risk of over complicating this issue. Whilst a five- 

year control with a ‘reopener’ might be best as long as there can be appropriate 

short cuts for essential approvals, the LEF believes that a two-year control, followed 

by a three-year control represents the best compromise and a logical way forward. It 
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also allows the second price control to coincide with the opening of the competitive 

market in April 2017 and any delay that may occur. 

 

3.5.2 NHH default tariffs 

 

Bristol Water’s proposals for default non-household tariffs reflects its wholesale 

charges in that customers in higher consumption bands pay higher standing charges 

and lower volumetric charges. This aligns with the costs of supplying larger 

customers. The Company has included an additional retail band to accommodate 

customers with low consumption but who traditionally have low levels of debt (as 

opposed to lower use customers who tend to be bad debtors). 

 

The LEF considers the Company’s proposed tariff structure to be appropriate to non-

household customers. 

 

3.5.3 NHH bill levels 

 

The Company has provided information to show the impact of its new tariffs in 

2015/16. The LEF has reviewed this and notes a reduction in tariffs in line with 

domestic tariffs. 

 

Bristol water previously undertook acceptability testing with a sample of its non-

household customers of the proposed bill levels and associated service levels. It has 

established that its proposals were acceptable to a large majority of the customers 

who took part in the testing. 

 

The LEF has reviewed the Company’s methodology for the acceptabilty testing and 

its interpretation of the results and is happy that the results are soundly based. 

 

3.6 Customer engagement – bill profile 

 

Ofwat has suggested the Company consults its customers on the future profile of 

bills. 

 

The LEF agrees with the Company that its customer research conducted earlier this 

year showed that customers wish to see a steady profile to their future bills. 

 

3.7 Customer engagement – changes to Pay As You Go (PAYG) ratio 

 

Ofwat has also suggested the Company consults its customers on changes to its 

PAYG ratio. 
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The LEF believes PAYG is not a subject that customers would readily understand. It 

notes that Bristol Water is not proposing to change its PAYG ratio from the value 

proposed in its June 2014 Business Plan submission to Ofwat. 

 

The LEF accepts that the final PAYG ratio will have to reflect the cost allowance in 

the Final Determination. 

 

3.8 Conclusion 

 

The Draft Determination envisages customer bills in the 2015-2020 will be lower 

than proposed in Bristol Water’s 2015 – 2020 Business Plan. This has arisen because 

Ofwat has concluded that the Company can deliver its proposed outcomes at 

significantly lower cost than it has estimated and that it can finance its activities 

more cheaply. Ofwat has also intervened to apply a shortfall for the Company’s 

performance on certain aspects of serviceability in 2010 -2015. 

 

Whilst lower bills for customers are welcomed the LEF is very concerned and finds it 

difficult to understand the significant differences between the Company’s cost and 

financing assumptions and those of Ofwat. As a result, the LEF has concerns over the 

potential implications for customers in terms of the ability of the Company to deliver 

its outcomes in 2015 – 2020 and to finance its activities.  

 

The LEF is pleased to note that in its representations on the Draft Determination 

Bristol Water still intends to implement its Business Plan as submitted to Ofwat in 

June 2014.  

 

The LEF considers the Company’s Business Plan reflects an appropriate balance of 

the needs of customers and other stakeholders, is consistent with the Company’s 

original strategies and policies and with what customers found acceptable.  
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Appendix 1 

Challenge Log 

 

  



Draft Determination: Challenge Log

Area Query 

Number

CC Water Query Bristol Water response

Bedminster Reservoir BR1 1.    Ofwat have highlighted this scheme as needing further information from you. The LEF were not aware of 

this scheme, as it didn’t feature in any discussions we had in the Investment sub-group or the main LEF. 

We would like to hear more about your plans for this scheme; the costs; how much it will add to customer bills; 

what benefits it will deliver for customers; what other options there are to address the weekly peak and 

whether other schemes are now not needed if this is put in place.

Bedminster Reservoir has always been part of the Capital Maintenance component of the plan. At the IPSC 25th July 2013 

we identified two areas where service reservoirs were to be invested in: capital maintenance and growth. We provided the 

IPSC with a list regarding growth and Bedminster Reservoir was one of the schemes included under capital maintenance. 

Once we had greater visibility of Ofwat's approach we decided that the costs of replacing a large service reservoir was not 

typical of the industry's costs and was unlikely to be captured by the Implicit allowances in Ofwat's models. We therefore 

treated Bedminster Reservoir as a cost exclusion case. It was presented to the LEF as one of the 10 cost exclusion cases 

prior to the June submission; at the LEF meeting Tony asked about Bedminster Reservoir and we explained that the 

reservoir was on site at BW Head Office and very briefly explained that it was a failed struc ture.

Cheaddar Treatment 

Works

CTW1 1.    During LEF discussions last year we asked if the Southern Scheme could replace the water needed through 

doing the Cheddar TW algae work. You said once it is operational yes, but it wouldn’t deal with peak demand. 

You now are proposing Bedminster Reservoir, which wasn’t under discussion then – could that work with the 

Southern Scheme and replace the need for the work at Cheddar TW?

Bedminster Reservoir is not a new component to the plan.  It is the replacement of an existing reservoir which has failed 

and its replacement has been included in the plan from the start so it is not a new proposal. It has therefore been in the 

plan when all other considerations were made. The Reservoir is not connected to the Cheddar supply area.

Raw Water Deterioration RWD1 As the DWI ‘commended for support’ this scheme, do you have any feedback from the DWI on this decision? At a bilateral between the DWI and BW on 15th of Sept 2014, the DWI said that as Ofwat has agreed with the need of all 

the schemes the DWI supported they do not have any specifics to go back to Ofwat with.

RWD2 What is the remaining life of the ‘old plant’ and thus the cost to the customer of these ‘stranded assets’? The existing slow sand filters date from the [60s]. They are now fully depreciated so there is no cost to customers from 

stranded assets. 

RWD3 Only a sample of the costs were assessed and resulted as ‘industry typical’.  Why were not all costs assessed 

and why not aim for upper quartile?

All assurance and audit processes use sampling to test processes - this was no different.

We were not aware of the requirement for upper quartile costs when the schemes were initially costed, and even now, 

true upper quartile costs are not available (only Ofwat's assessment of overall upper quartile costs, which are not linked to 

specific interventions or levels of service)
RWD4 What is the ‘more demanding efficiency target’ that Bristol has set?  Does it match the 6.5% imposed by 

Ofwat?

Prior to the June submission we challenged ourselves to get closer to Ofwat's assessment of upper quartile costs, which 

resulted in us increasing the efficiency challenge to 5%. Ofwat's efficiency challenge comprises of 14% (based on its 

interpretation of the Chandlers assessment) and the additional 6.5% making it 20.5% (14% + 6.5%)

RWD5 Is there anywhere the various percentage efficiency targets in the entire Plan are listed for comparability? There is a section on Efficiency starting on page 75 of the June Submission Wholesale Plan.  The efficiency assumptions are 

summarised for operating costs in Table 14 and for capital expenditure in Table 18.

Southern Resilience SR1 Incentive: Do Bristol Water have any insight into Ofwat's amendment on the penalty collar to 69,063? We have no particular insight, except that Ofwat seem to have made the adjustment to manage the RORE impact of the 

penalty. The adjustment is not made in relation to specific schemes or assessment of the resilience of our network.

SR2 Have Ofwat accounted for population growth wheras Bristol Water are working on current population 

numbers?

We do not believe this is the case, as detailed above.

Capital Maintenance CM1 Efficient level of Costs - Bristol state that they ‘...do not consider it appropriate to use the upper quartile 

figure...’ because ‘...there is strong evidence of deterioration in performance across the industry...’.  This needs 

clarification.

We explained this case in the capital maintenance Cost Exclusion Case. The statement was in response to capital 

maintenance expenditure. The evidence we provided to Ofwat showed there has been significant deterioration in 

interruptions and events notified to the DWI over the last period. Given this there is a risk that some companies are not 

spending sufficent on capital maintenance. Since companies that are not spending sufficient on maintenance are likely to 

appear more efficient, upper quartile levels of efficiency are unlikely to be compatible with adequate maintenance. 

Cheddar 2 Reservoir C2R1 Ofwat state that the reservoir appears to add £7 each year to full life notional bills.  This seems to run counter 

to the statement that Bristol gave to the LEF that domestic customers would not pay for the reservoir.  Could 

Bristol please explain?

The cost selected by Ofwat is the difference in costs of schemes with and without the reservoir and differences are not only 

due to cost of the reservoir.

In addition, the scheme costs do not take into account additional revenue streams from potable and non potable  non 

household supply and does not include any other efficiencies that the company may use to offset costs    

C2R2 Data from SSE website states that the cooling water for Seabank 3 will come from the Wessex Water Waste 

Water Treatment Works at Avonmouth [as does the current Seabank 1&2] with the drinking water from the 

main towns water supply.  How secure is the arrangement/contract with SSE to base the build of Cheddar 2?

We understand from SSE that they wish to have a combined water source and TTE supply to existing Seabank 1& 2 and the 

new Seabank 3. 
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C2R3 If the supply to the power station is not definite, what other options are there to meet demand caused by a 

growing population? 

* Can this be done without building the reservoir and at what cost?

* Would the reservoir still be needed, but would the loss of the SSE contract mean it could be delayed?

* Is anyone else building a reservoir in England or Wales, what are the comparitive costs?

A large resource development will be required in future, irrespective of whether  non potable supplies are made available 

for local energy generation. The modelling shows that a reservoir is the most cost optimal solution if customers wish to 

enjoy the security of supply they requested  through focus groups and the LEF. If no non potable supplies are made 

available, the reservoir  would not be required until 2025. If we implement leakage reduction and metering at the level set 

out in our plan, the need for a reservoir can be delayed until 2028 but the overall water resource plan becomes non cost 

optimal with an increased risk of not meeting our existing levels of service.

C2R4 Cost effectiveness:

* Why is the discussion just on making 'additional water available' and not also demand management? Such 

things as leakge, metering, etc should be considered.

* Why are only a selection of project costs were subject to review and not all types of costs?

* Why only the process was reviewed (as robust) and not the actual costs?

* What is an 'acceptable tolerance'? Surely customers would expect Bristol to be aiming for upper quartile in all 

their costs, or even 'cutting edge'?

Water available is the difference between deployable output and demand for water, a calculation that includes the impacts 

of demand management . In our plan we have maximised leakage reduction to the point that it becomes more expensive 

than providing the additional yield of the reservoir and maximised metering to what we think is achievable given the 

number of expected annual housing exchanges  (metering on change of occupier). We could only accelerate metering by 

compulsory area metering schemes, but at LEF CCW indicated that they did not favour compulsory metering.

Before the June submission, BW had some of the costs benchmarked by Mott MacDonald and Chandlers. Mott MacDonald 

found the costs were lower than the comparator average while Chandler found they were higher. This resulted in BW 

applying a 5% efficiency challenge to its costs in the June business plan submission. Mott MacDonald has now reviewed 

approximately half the costs of the capital maintenance programme (see third party report for further details). 

The approach to cost estimating followed the same process as PR09. We are finding that the outturn costs for AMP5 are 

coming in around 3% lower than the PR09 estimates. Therefore we believe that the process provides reasonable estimates 

of expenditure.  

It is difficult to assess what are upper quartile costs without access to data from all the other companies. 

National Environment 

Programme

NEP1 What do Environment Agency think about Ofwat's comments? The Environment Agency has provided the following specific comments for the LEF report:

National Environment Programme - We are concerned about the partial allowance allocated for Bristol Water to deliver its 

National Environment Programme (NEP). This could delay the Company meeting its statutory environmental obligations. 

We are keen to understand which elements of the NEP have been included in Ofwat’s models.

NEP2 Could you provide an overview/breakdown of where the key expenditure is? See chart in attached comment for breakdown of costs

NEP3 What is the cost differential between providing eel protection at Purton versus your other sites? Is Purton 

causing the bulk of the expenditure and is this different to eel scenarios other companies are dealing with?

If screening is required at Purton this will cost £6.6m.

Other screening at Littleton, Chew Magna and River Axe will cost a further £3.9m, taking the total cost of screening to 

£10.5m.

Our plan includes costs of £6.54m, based on alternative measures (yet to be agreed with EA), instead of screening at Discoloured Water 

Contacts

DWC1 Why is all the work on the discoloured water contacts and not on the 698 other negative water quality 

contacts?

The majority of the other 698 contacts are due to chlorinous taste/odour. We have already installed booster chlorinators 

within the network to minimise the number of chlorinous taste/odour contacts received. These enable us to maintain a 

lower and consistent residual throughout the system.  We have been unable to determine any additional cost benefit 

investment that would further reduce taste and odour complaints. This was stated in our submission.

DWC2 Does the DWI have a view? DWI position provided by email 30/9/14

OPEX OP1 Executive summary: Bullet points 1 and 2 seem to be the sames: about the variability of the canal water 

entering Purton. Bristol need to explain about the variation and give some other examples of the cost increases 

this causes them above other companies' raw water processing costs, both the direct running costs and effect 

on the plant life.

This was explained in the Cost Exclusion Case.  The resources and treatment model does not fully take into account the 

higher costs associated with the treatment of water from the Sharpness Canal by the treatment works at Purton and 

Littleton. The water abstracted from the Gloucester and Sharpness Canal is of poor and variable quality. 

Small Company Premium SCP1 Ofwat suggest that Bristol Water should have explained the interaction of the small company premium with 

the pay as you go ratio and the effect on bills in terms of notional financeability. Could you outline if you plan 

to present evidence to Ofwat on your need for a small company premium, and if you do, could you re-explain 

the effect on bills in terms of notional financeability.

Ofwat required the Board to sign-off that our plan was financeable. From the Board's perspective they need to consider the 

financeability of the actual company rather than the "fictional" notional company. Without a small company premium the 

notional company is not financeable irrespective of the PAYG ratio. Other companies (e.g. Thames) have also identified 

this.
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Traffic Congestion Charge TCC1 Could you explain the reason for this (traffic congestion) £6M charge? Essentially because average traffic speed in the BW region is slower than in most other areas, our staff spend more time 

moving from job to job than they would in other company areas. The cost of this time is what leads to the estimate of £6m 

over 5 years. This adjustment has been accepted by Ofwat at the PR04 and PR09 determinations.

Bill Profile BP1 Ofwat have suggested Bristol Water should engage with customers on the bill profile outline in the Draft 

Determination. Could you outline your plans around this?

We have no plans to engage with customers regarding the bill profile in the DD. When we engaged with customers 

regarding bill profiles previously they indicated that they would not wish to see significant movements in bills between 

years.

Cost of Capital CoC1 Pass through of cost of capital reduction to bills: your plans to address the comments from Ofwat on this 

please

We did pass on the cost of capital reduction in bills. Between December and June we reduced bills by £2. The impact of bills 

of reducing WACC by 0.2% was a reduction in bills of around £1.60. The remained of the reduction reflected a slight 

reduction in capex.
Costs to cover Market 

Opening

MO1 You have applied for costs to cover market opening, which other companies have not applied for. Could you 

outline what these costs are and whether they will change in your submission on the draft determination?

The costs are to cover the costs to the non-household retail business of interfacing with the Market Operator.

The costs we included were from the Openwater estimate for these costs. 

Opting for a 2 year, then 3 year price control will mean that these costs do not need to be taken into account in the PR14 

determination, and so allow us to remove these costs in our Draft Determination response.
Costs  C1 Why did Bristol Water not review its costs after the Chandler KBS report? We have two persepcetives from cost consultants; one says we are efficient, the other says we are not. In response to the 

Chandlers report we endeavoured to understand the diference and this resulted  in us applying a further 5% efficiency to 

the capital componments of our costs for the June submission. Our DD Response proposes a further reduction of £20m, 

which means that the full efficiency proposals from Chandlers are incorporated.

Performance 

Commitments

PC1 General: These were added late in the submission process and the LEF did not have chance to review the detail.  

Having now read both the Bristol BP and DD the description is very complex, and probably has to be, but could 

a simpler explanation be provided clarifying the points at which penalties and reward become due.

For 'these' we are taking it to mean deadbands, caps and collars?

We will provide additional explanation in simple terms in a briefing paper.

PC2 Overview: Comparing pages 21/22 with 80 in the Company Wide Plan there are a few small variations. But the 

main point is that Bristol are expecting to achieve a higher satisfaction level with their customer [>95%] than 

with their staff [only >90%].  This seems disappointing and needs explaining.

Historically staff satisfaction levels have been far lower than 90%, so setting a 90% target is considered to be very 

challenging. Clearly there are different factors that impact job satisfaction compared with satisfaction with our service, so 

we do not consider the two measures to be directly comparable.

PC3 Unplanned Minutes Lost: I have had difficulty understanding how this with work [see above], but it appears 

[page 73 of the DD] to me that with the current level of 13.7 and a penalty band not starting until 13.8 it is 

possible for Bristol to do their intended work and have not affect on the result so that Bristol are not penalised 

for achieving the same result in 2020 as in 2015.  This does not look good.

Explanation on how incentive works provided in briefing paper.

PC4 Horizontal Comparison: Ofwat have intervened and changed some of the PC targets as a result of their 

‘horizontal’ comparison.  Do Bristol think these new targets are acceptable and if not will you be challenging 

them and on what grounds?

We consider that the MZC deadband is too high and will propose a lowering of 0.02%. A deadband of 99.96% does not take 

into account that historic perfromance will be diffferent to future performance due to the the new lead standard.

The revised negative water quality target is not consistent with (a) our customer research (which favoured investment in 

other areas) (b) the level of expenditure we have included in our plan. In addition we do not consider that it is possible to 

achieve this target level of performance within AMP6. Our DD response will restate our business plan performance levels 

for this measure.

Gainshare GS1 The method of sharing out performance [p 138-145 of the BP] does not describe how the reward would be 

returned to the customer [money, increased service level, etc], nor is there any indication of asking the 

customers for their preference.

We intend that one of the roles for our new stakeholder group would be to contribute on this choice.

GS2 Also it would help if Bristol could say when in the last two AMPs this criteria of shareholders earning real 

returns of greater than 11% been applied and what sort of level of return would have been returned to 

customer; this will add confidence that the target is realistic.

Bristol Water has not previously achieved this level of out-performance. However, it has been achieved occasionally by 

other water companies.
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Appendix 2 

List of LEF Meetings  

 

 

Date Meeting Key Agenda Items 
11 September 2014 Local Engagement Forum (LEF) Update on progress 

Ofwat’s draft determination 

PR14 assurance 

25 September 2014 Customer Survey Sub-Committee 

(CSSC) 

BW response to draft determination 

Customer engagement 
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	The majority of the other 698 contacts are due to chlorinous taste/odour. We have already installed booster chlorinators within the network to minimise the number of chlorinous taste/odour contacts received. These enable us to maintain a lower and consistent residual throughout the system.  We have been unable to determine any additional cost benefit investment that would further reduce taste and odour complaints. This was stated in our submission.


	DWC2
	DWC2
	DWC2

	Does the DWI have a view?
	Does the DWI have a view?

	DWI position provided by email 30/9/14
	DWI position provided by email 30/9/14


	OPEX
	OPEX
	OPEX

	OP1
	OP1

	Executive summary: Bullet points 1 and 2 seem to be the sames: about the variability of the canal water entering Purton. Bristol need to explain about the variation and give some other examples of the cost increases this causes them above other companies' raw water processing costs, both the direct running costs and effect on the plant life.
	Executive summary: Bullet points 1 and 2 seem to be the sames: about the variability of the canal water entering Purton. Bristol need to explain about the variation and give some other examples of the cost increases this causes them above other companies' raw water processing costs, both the direct running costs and effect on the plant life.

	This was explained in the Cost Exclusion Case.  The resources and treatment model does not fully take into account the higher costs associated with the treatment of water from the Sharpness Canal by the treatment works at Purton and Littleton. The water abstracted from the Gloucester and Sharpness Canal is of poor and variable quality. 
	This was explained in the Cost Exclusion Case.  The resources and treatment model does not fully take into account the higher costs associated with the treatment of water from the Sharpness Canal by the treatment works at Purton and Littleton. The water abstracted from the Gloucester and Sharpness Canal is of poor and variable quality. 


	Small Company Premium
	Small Company Premium
	Small Company Premium

	SCP1
	SCP1

	Ofwat suggest that Bristol Water should have explained the interaction of the small company premium with the pay as you go ratio and the effect on bills in terms of notional financeability. Could you outline if you plan to present evidence to Ofwat on your need for a small company premium, and if you do, could you re-explain the effect on bills in terms of notional financeability.
	Ofwat suggest that Bristol Water should have explained the interaction of the small company premium with the pay as you go ratio and the effect on bills in terms of notional financeability. Could you outline if you plan to present evidence to Ofwat on your need for a small company premium, and if you do, could you re-explain the effect on bills in terms of notional financeability.

	Ofwat required the Board to sign-off that our plan was financeable. From the Board's perspective they need to consider the financeability of the actual company rather than the "fictional" notional company. Without a small company premium the notional company is not financeable irrespective of the PAYG ratio. Other companies (e.g. Thames) have also identified this.
	Ofwat required the Board to sign-off that our plan was financeable. From the Board's perspective they need to consider the financeability of the actual company rather than the "fictional" notional company. Without a small company premium the notional company is not financeable irrespective of the PAYG ratio. Other companies (e.g. Thames) have also identified this.
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	Traffic Congestion Charge
	Traffic Congestion Charge
	Traffic Congestion Charge

	TCC1
	TCC1

	Could you explain the reason for this (traffic congestion) £6M charge?
	Could you explain the reason for this (traffic congestion) £6M charge?

	Essentially because average traffic speed in the BW region is slower than in most other areas, our staff spend more time moving from job to job than they would in other company areas. The cost of this time is what leads to the estimate of £6m over 5 years. This adjustment has been accepted by Ofwat at the PR04 and PR09 determinations.
	Essentially because average traffic speed in the BW region is slower than in most other areas, our staff spend more time moving from job to job than they would in other company areas. The cost of this time is what leads to the estimate of £6m over 5 years. This adjustment has been accepted by Ofwat at the PR04 and PR09 determinations.


	Bill Profile
	Bill Profile
	Bill Profile

	BP1
	BP1

	Ofwat have suggested Bristol Water should engage with customers on the bill profile outline in the Draft Determination. Could you outline your plans around this?
	Ofwat have suggested Bristol Water should engage with customers on the bill profile outline in the Draft Determination. Could you outline your plans around this?

	We have no plans to engage with customers regarding the bill profile in the DD. When we engaged with customers regarding bill profiles previously they indicated that they would not wish to see significant movements in bills between years.
	We have no plans to engage with customers regarding the bill profile in the DD. When we engaged with customers regarding bill profiles previously they indicated that they would not wish to see significant movements in bills between years.


	Cost of Capital
	Cost of Capital
	Cost of Capital

	CoC1
	CoC1

	Pass through of cost of capital reduction to bills: your plans to address the comments from Ofwat on this please
	Pass through of cost of capital reduction to bills: your plans to address the comments from Ofwat on this please

	We did pass on the cost of capital reduction in bills. Between December and June we reduced bills by £2. The impact of bills of reducing WACC by 0.2% was a reduction in bills of around £1.60. The remained of the reduction reflected a slight reduction in capex.
	We did pass on the cost of capital reduction in bills. Between December and June we reduced bills by £2. The impact of bills of reducing WACC by 0.2% was a reduction in bills of around £1.60. The remained of the reduction reflected a slight reduction in capex.


	Costs to cover Market Opening
	Costs to cover Market Opening
	Costs to cover Market Opening

	MO1
	MO1

	You have applied for costs to cover market opening, which other companies have not applied for. Could you outline what these costs are and whether they will change in your submission on the draft determination?
	You have applied for costs to cover market opening, which other companies have not applied for. Could you outline what these costs are and whether they will change in your submission on the draft determination?

	The costs are to cover the costs to the non-household retail business of interfacing with the Market Operator.The costs we included were from the Openwater estimate for these costs. Opting for a 2 year, then 3 year price control will mean that these costs do not need to be taken into account in the PR14 determination, and so allow us to remove these costs in our Draft Determination response.
	The costs are to cover the costs to the non-household retail business of interfacing with the Market Operator.The costs we included were from the Openwater estimate for these costs. Opting for a 2 year, then 3 year price control will mean that these costs do not need to be taken into account in the PR14 determination, and so allow us to remove these costs in our Draft Determination response.


	Costs  
	Costs  
	Costs  

	C1
	C1

	Why did Bristol Water not review its costs after the Chandler KBS report?
	Why did Bristol Water not review its costs after the Chandler KBS report?

	We have two persepcetives from cost consultants; one says we are efficient, the other says we are not. In response to the Chandlers report we endeavoured to understand the diference and this resulted  in us applying a further 5% efficiency to the capital componments of our costs for the June submission. Our DD Response proposes a further reduction of £20m, which means that the full efficiency proposals from Chandlers are incorporated.
	We have two persepcetives from cost consultants; one says we are efficient, the other says we are not. In response to the Chandlers report we endeavoured to understand the diference and this resulted  in us applying a further 5% efficiency to the capital componments of our costs for the June submission. Our DD Response proposes a further reduction of £20m, which means that the full efficiency proposals from Chandlers are incorporated.


	Performance Commitments
	Performance Commitments
	Performance Commitments

	PC1
	PC1

	General: These were added late in the submission process and the LEF did not have chance to review the detail.  Having now read both the Bristol BP and DD the description is very complex, and probably has to be, but could a simpler explanation be provided clarifying the points at which penalties and reward become due.
	General: These were added late in the submission process and the LEF did not have chance to review the detail.  Having now read both the Bristol BP and DD the description is very complex, and probably has to be, but could a simpler explanation be provided clarifying the points at which penalties and reward become due.

	For 'these' we are taking it to mean deadbands, caps and collars?We will provide additional explanation in simple terms in a briefing paper.
	For 'these' we are taking it to mean deadbands, caps and collars?We will provide additional explanation in simple terms in a briefing paper.
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	Overview: Comparing pages 21/22 with 80 in the Company Wide Plan there are a few small variations. But the main point is that Bristol are expecting to achieve a higher satisfaction level with their customer [>95%] than with their staff [only >90%].  This seems disappointing and needs explaining.
	Overview: Comparing pages 21/22 with 80 in the Company Wide Plan there are a few small variations. But the main point is that Bristol are expecting to achieve a higher satisfaction level with their customer [>95%] than with their staff [only >90%].  This seems disappointing and needs explaining.

	Historically staff satisfaction levels have been far lower than 90%, so setting a 90% target is considered to be very challenging. Clearly there are different factors that impact job satisfaction compared with satisfaction with our service, so we do not consider the two measures to be directly comparable.
	Historically staff satisfaction levels have been far lower than 90%, so setting a 90% target is considered to be very challenging. Clearly there are different factors that impact job satisfaction compared with satisfaction with our service, so we do not consider the two measures to be directly comparable.
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	PC3

	Unplanned Minutes Lost: I have had difficulty understanding how this with work [see above], but it appears [page 73 of the DD] to me that with the current level of 13.7 and a penalty band not starting until 13.8 it is possible for Bristol to do their intended work and have not affect on the result so that Bristol are not penalised for achieving the same result in 2020 as in 2015.  This does not look good.
	Unplanned Minutes Lost: I have had difficulty understanding how this with work [see above], but it appears [page 73 of the DD] to me that with the current level of 13.7 and a penalty band not starting until 13.8 it is possible for Bristol to do their intended work and have not affect on the result so that Bristol are not penalised for achieving the same result in 2020 as in 2015.  This does not look good.

	Explanation on how incentive works provided in briefing paper.
	Explanation on how incentive works provided in briefing paper.
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	Horizontal Comparison: Ofwat have intervened and changed some of the PC targets as a result of their ‘horizontal’ comparison.  Do Bristol think these new targets are acceptable and if not will you be challenging them and on what grounds?
	Horizontal Comparison: Ofwat have intervened and changed some of the PC targets as a result of their ‘horizontal’ comparison.  Do Bristol think these new targets are acceptable and if not will you be challenging them and on what grounds?

	We consider that the MZC deadband is too high and will propose a lowering of 0.02%. A deadband of 99.96% does not take into account that historic perfromance will be diffferent to future performance due to the the new lead standard.The revised negative water quality target is not consistent with (a) our customer research (which favoured investment in other areas) (b) the level of expenditure we have included in our plan. In addition we do not consider that it is possible to achieve this target level of perf
	We consider that the MZC deadband is too high and will propose a lowering of 0.02%. A deadband of 99.96% does not take into account that historic perfromance will be diffferent to future performance due to the the new lead standard.The revised negative water quality target is not consistent with (a) our customer research (which favoured investment in other areas) (b) the level of expenditure we have included in our plan. In addition we do not consider that it is possible to achieve this target level of perf


	Gainshare
	Gainshare
	Gainshare

	GS1
	GS1

	The method of sharing out performance [p 138-145 of the BP] does not describe how the reward would be returned to the customer [money, increased service level, etc], nor is there any indication of asking the customers for their preference.
	The method of sharing out performance [p 138-145 of the BP] does not describe how the reward would be returned to the customer [money, increased service level, etc], nor is there any indication of asking the customers for their preference.

	We intend that one of the roles for our new stakeholder group would be to contribute on this choice.
	We intend that one of the roles for our new stakeholder group would be to contribute on this choice.
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	Also it would help if Bristol could say when in the last two AMPs this criteria of shareholders earning real returns of greater than 11% been applied and what sort of level of return would have been returned to customer; this will add confidence that the target is realistic.
	Also it would help if Bristol could say when in the last two AMPs this criteria of shareholders earning real returns of greater than 11% been applied and what sort of level of return would have been returned to customer; this will add confidence that the target is realistic.

	Bristol Water has not previously achieved this level of out-performance. However, it has been achieved occasionally by other water companies.
	Bristol Water has not previously achieved this level of out-performance. However, it has been achieved occasionally by other water companies.
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